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Given a textSnlng..:: of length It. the MASr (minimal alI.gmerued nJjJix tree) or I is a digital
index from which die nu..mber of nonoverlapping occurrences in;; of any substring w of.% c:m
be re::rieved in a number of comparisons proportional to d!e length oI w. It is shown here that
me MAST of x can be consaucted in time 0 (n log 2n) and space 0 (71 log 11), off·l.ine on a
RAM.
Key words and Phrases:. statistics in a teXlString, pattern matching, suffix lI'ee. augmented suffix




Let I be a finite alphabet and J: a string (word) of lenglu Ix I =n on I. A suilably weighted
subword tree [AA] of:r. such as for instance the~ tree [Mq of.x I can be easily adapted to serve as
an index which enables to retrieve. for any given subsrring w of.:c and in 0 (I wi) comparisons. the
number of distinct occurrences of w in:c. The preparation of such an index is accomplished easily in time
and space linear in n, off-line on a RAM. Indeed. the suffix lree or any of irs variations can be constructed
in linear time by clever memods (see, for instance. [MC]; the complete set of references is given in (AA]).
Having bWlt the cree, it is sufficient to traverse it in poscoroer weighting each of its nodes with the number
of leaves which. are found in the subtree rooted at that node (see Fig. la for an example).
In this paper we approach the construction of an index which is organized and used along me same
lines as the above ane, except that the novel SlrUcwre must report, for any substring w of I. the value
C(w) which representS the maximum number of distinct nonoverlapping occunerlces of w in x. For
instance, aba oc::urs 8 times in aiJaLlbaiJaLWaobahaababa., but C (aha) is only 5.•4,s pointed. out in [ARJ,
the discrepancy between these (WO types of .statisrics for a subslIing w is always attributable to some
pe~diciry of w (in me above e;:arnple a is bam a prefix and suffix of aha). In these cases, moreover,
there may be more than one maximal (i.e.. of cardinality C (w)) set of ilonoverlapping occurrences of w in
x. In correspondence with any word w. we call compm:t w-tagging (sometimes. shortly w-ragging) of x
the unique ma:ximal set G of nonoverlapping occurrences of w in x produced by a greedy leit-to-right
scansion of .:r and defined as follows. The leftmost occurrence of w in ;c is a member of G; if the
occunence of w starting at i is in G, then the earliest occurrence of w which starts at some j?!i+ Iw I is
also in G. Thus, in order to compute C (w), it suffices to conslIUct me compact w-tagging of x and then to
repon the caniinality of this set. Along these lines, it can be seen mat the entire weighced index can be
oblained from scratch in D (n 2 ) time and D(n/ogn) space [ARl.
It might intrigue che reader that linear space seems now no longer sufficient. As the following exam-
ple illuStt::Hes, however, it is in fact forn.m;He mat a betcer bound lhan 0 (11 2) can be drawn for the space. In
the suffix tree of Fig. la, node Jl. Le.• the locus (ARl of ab, correctly reportS the number of occurrences of
ab in lhe te:ttstring, ¢ven though I! is not the proper locus of ab (Le.• the path from the roOt labeled ab
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terminates in the middle of an arc). This is no longer true ifeach node a: of that suffix cree is weighred with
C(W(Ct». where Weal is the substring af.z whose proper locus is a. Indeed. Jl would be given the weight
C(aba) .. 5 in [his case, while the statistics without overlaps for ab is stillS. To overcome this. auriliary
unary nodes have [0 be inserted in the suffix tree to function as proper loci for substrings whose locus in the
original tree could not consistently report their C -value.
As Fig. Ib suggests, however, it is not necessary to change all arcs into chains (which would result
in quadratic worst case space requirement) in order lO accommodate alI necessary additional weights. In
fact, lhe space required by the miJUmaJ. cmgmented suffu. tree (MAST). i.e., me tree the auxiliary nodes of
which are all and only the necessary ones, can be bounded by o(n.logn) [AR]. However, it is srill a
norewonhy open problem whether there are strings which :main this bound.. Some spedaI cases of strings
with an 0 (n) nodes N(AST are disc'olssed. in [AO]. Fig. Ib displays portion of the MAST associated with
c
our example stnng.
Mas;: of the criteria UD~lying an efficient conslI'UCiion of !.he MAST of a string were previo1!Sl~
presented in [AR]. To render" the present paper seif-comained, we recall nee and in t.i.e following section
some basic notions and the main fac~ from lhat refe..'lmce.
An integer p is a period of w if w[i]=w{i-rp] (i = l,2.••• lw I-p). A string w is jJ~itJdic if it has a
period of size not larger than Iw If2.. A string w is prim.i.live if setting w =u. k implies II. =w and k = I. A
reperirion. m;r is a positioD.ed subs£r:ing .% {i.,m] for which there are indices j ,d (i <: d S j Sm) such that:
J: [i,n and x [d,m] are occwreo.ces of me same word, x[i,d-l] corresponds to a primitive word (me root),
and;r [j+I].;::!:;t: [m...l]. Thus, a repetition is the occurrence of a periodic subsuing in the form (stls where
k > I, seJ" and fer; as such, it is completely idenrl..fi.ed by the ttiple of its swting position i, its period
p =d-l, and itS lengm L =m -i+l, respectively, and is denoted by me symbol R (i,p ,1.). R (i,p.L) is a
ma:cimal repetition if i-p is not the swting position of the repetition R (i-p.p .L+p).
Repetitions are responsible for the additional nodes which need to be insened in T;r., the suffix tree of
.%, in order to conven it intO the MAST T%.o
FACT 1 [ARI:
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If a. is an auxiliary node of T:. then there are subsaings u, II of..l: and an integer Ie O!: 1
such thar. W(a) =u =vJ: and there is a repetition in..r in the form II mV' with v· a prefix of
II andmC:2Ic.
It is shown in [AP] that the suffix tree T;z it';eIf can be used to detect in optimal 0 (12 log 12) time and space
0(12) • all distinct repetitions in.:t. This is done by a rather sophiscicared bottom-up merge of leaves in T"
and by exploiting the following simple propeny of Tz :
FACf2 (AP]: R (i,p,L) is arepetirion of.:c if and only if there is a Vertex a. in T", such thar. I IVett) I ;:p,
where i and} =i+p are consecutive leaves in the subtree '?.fT", rooted at a.
2_ RUNS, CHUNKS AND NECKLACES
FactS 1 and 2 give a handle in spotting aU candidate auxiliary nodes. We now recall from {AR] other
factS pertaining to the structure and evolution of compact taggi.ngs, which set forth our algorithmic crire.ria.
Let S (a) be !he on:L-ed. sequence of leaves in the subtree ofT,. rooted. at vertex a, and let i and} be
twO elements of S(a), with i <c j. Segrru:ru i is the occurrence ofW(a) starting ati. SegmentS i and} are
said [0 overlap if j - i < IW Ca) I. Moreover, if segmentS i and j overlap and are consecutive, then i is
called the origin. for j and j is called the detector for i. Notice thac two overlapping segmenES need nOt be
consecutive in Sea), and that a segment can be an origin and a detector ac the same time.
Definition!: If io.il···i~+l is a substting of Sea) and i l -io2:IW(a)I, ij+l-ij < lW(a)1 for
j = 1;2., ... ,s-l. and i~+[-(,..::: IW(o:)1 the sequence of segments i hiZ' ..• ,i~ is a nut.
SegmenES i 1 and is are called. respectively, the head and the rail of !he run. The span of the run is the
interval which is the union of the segmenES in me run. Within a run we single out me farrowing imPOrtant
subsequence of segmenES:
Definition 2: A neck/cue is a maximal subsequence of segmenES in a run such that only consecutive
segmenES overlap.
Each necklace is considered as an alternating sequence of mlJSter and slave segmems, the first term being a
master. Also, a necklace is odd or even depending upon me parity of the number of its segments. Nme
tha(. by the definition of necklace. two consecutive segments of a necklace cannot be disjoint occurrences
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of Weal. If W(a) is periodic. then there may be (eaves of Sea) falling within the span of a necldace that
do not belong to it. This SuggeslS consideration of a new type of subassembly in a run which is quire
relevant to our objectives.
Definition:; [GA]: A clwnJc is a maximal substring of a run such that i j -iH U=2,3. _. _•s) is not larger
thanp < IW(a) I12.
The following are useful properties ofchunks.
FACT 3 (GA}: IfW(a) has minimum period p <: IWeal 112, then the difference between the starting posi-
tions of two consecutive segments in a chunk is exactly p.
FACT'" CAR]: Although a given run may contain more than one chunk, two consecutive chunks at a may
overlap at mcscfor q <: P IXJsitions. whe~ p <: lW(c:) rt2 is the :r.i.-tirr.J.:.m pe.';od cfW(c.).
FactS 3 and -4 are a consequence of me well known Periodii:iry Lemma (LS], wrncl1 srares that if a
wordw hasperiodsp andq and lw l>p+q, thenw hasperiodg.c.d.(p,q).
FACT 5 [AR]: Let i j U= 1,2) be me !efmlosc master segment in a cbunk. and le~ C be the number of seg-
me:l.lS comributed by the chunk to the W(a.)-tagging of.:r.
c~









The notions of head, tail and span. extend quire naturally to necklaces and chunks. Thus C can be
retrieved from me knowledge of me status (=master. slave) of the chunkhead and of me span of the chunk.
FACT 6 [.U]: The compact W(a)-cagging of;r consists of all and only me master segments in all neck-
laces at a. In particular, C(W(a» can be computed by counting, in S(a), me number of
master segments chat belong to a necklace, but not to a chunk. and then by :ldding to the
VOllue thus obtained the contribution of e:J.ch individual chunk.·
~ We relTUri:: th31, by the derillilioa of nec!d:u:c, if i I. i:l. ... it lre consecutive segments w with Iwi> (ij-i "-I),
j = 1.2.....k-l. thell the eoasuuo;!ion of neckl:lc.c.s ior:lll segments w of X partilions the set I ;;; (i l.i:: ... iJ inlo
tWO subsets II lnd [ ~ (with I :: possibly empty) so that the segments or"I! lre :Ill in the Slme neckbce lnd those in I -: lre
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Very succinctly, we consau.et T:r. from T" as follows. We visit T" in postorder. At each original node
a. we obtain the related necklace-structured set of segmenrs by an appropriate merge of the struCwred sets
associated with the offsprings of a.. Fact 6 gives a handle in computing C(W(a» as a trivial byproduct of
such merge. FactS 1.2 are used instead to schedule the examination of perspective auxiliary nodes at
appropriate lacer stages of me traversal. We need a data strucwre tailored to the efficient management of
dynamic runs, chunks and necklaces. This will be discussed in next section.
3. SECTS AND ABACUSES
ut w be a substring of x, and let S;;;;: {i 1.i2>.-,it} be the ordered set of the segments relative to all
the occurrences of w in I. A subset S c;;S is a seer if, for any segment i in a chunk of oS such mat s is not
the tail of a chunk of S, me fact that i is in S implies that all the segmentS pre;eding i in the chunk ofS are
also in S. In particular. the set S is clearly a se:::t. We c:ill this se:::t the W-17ll1Ze!:r ofx.
Example: Ut.:t" =ababa babab aabab ab and. w =abab. Then S ={l,5.12} is not a sect, since segment 5
is in S bur se<:r~nt 3 is nOL The Set {1.3.5.12} is a sect, as are the sees {I,12}, {l,3,7}, {i}, {I, i, 12}, en:.
Let S be a sect of w-segmems and i a w-segment not in S _Segment i is S-comparible iff S u {i}
is still a sect and if, moreover, the following condition holds: if i is the tail of a chunk of S, then either all
the other segments of mat chunk are already in S, or none of such segrr..ems is. Ut now S be the
w-maxsect of x. The (legal) contrat:tWn. u of w is the (possibly empcy) pre/ix of w identiiied by the fol-
lowing rule. Let \I be the longest one among the prefixes of w which satisfy, with integers L,p,k, the fol-
lowing properties: IP I =pk I P is a period of w and there is a repetition in x of prefix w and length
L <::'(k+l)p. If the II-maxsect of.1: is described by the same set of labels as the w-maxsect of x, then U=II.
Otherwise u=y, where y is the longest prefix ofw such that the y-maxsect is larger than me w-ma:.csect.
Example: Let x =abaab aabaa baaba abaaa baaba ab and w =ahaabaab. Consider the sect S ={1,20}.
S~gment 7 is notS-rornpatible, since {I,7,20} is not a sect (due to the occurrence ofw stmting at position
4). On the other hand. segment 4 is clearly S--compatible. The maxsect of x relative to our w is
Ss{I,4,7.10.20}. This sel of labels completely describes also the exhaustive sect of ;t relative to
u = abaabaa . However. 7 is nOllhe period of a repetition in;t, and thus u is nOt the legal conrr::lction of IV •
deleled. In p:ulicubr. the &egmen15 in a chunk: c:lnnot be partilioned belween lWO distincl nccklaces.
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Indeed, me conrracrion ofw is abaaba, since the maxsect aithis latter string is in fact3'v {13}.
In the example suing of Fig.1. on the olher hand. u=ab is the cont:raetion of w=aba, since the two associ·
ated InaXSeas are desaibed by the same set of labels and there is a repetition in that suing of prefix aha.
and length L ~4.
Informally, the abaC:lS A (S) associated widl a sect S of w-segments is a logically SII'Uetured collec-
don of subsequences of the integers in (l,.n.], which provides all the infonnation relative to the w-tagging
ofx(S), and is dynamically updatable to reflect: (1) the addition to S of any S -compatible w-segment, and
(2) ifS is the maxsect, the deletion of any suffix of w which changes w into ics legal conlI'aCQon u:.
Each one of the subsequences of [l.n] which. concur in the formation of the abacus is logically sttuc-
tured., in ics own tum. in the way best fit to the repertOire of primitive operations which are to be penormed
on it. We describe the richest such strueture,. which is used to allocate a necklace of segmenES in the sect S.
and which we shall call ConCaleMble Queue with Paricy (PCQ). In practice. a PCQ can be implemented as
the slight upgrade. say, of a 2-3 tree [AH]. Tne leaves at the bottom of such a tree are assigned as follows.
Form. left to right. eacb segment in the ne:k1aee which does nae simulr.aneously belong in a chunk: is srored
in a le:li. and a leu is also assigned to the cnunkhead of each. chunk falling wiiliin the sp2Il of me necklace.
As is well known, each of the inscrucnons S£.4RCH, INSERT, DELETE, MIN, CONCATENATE
and SPLIT (we adopt me formalism in [AH] throughollt) can be ~Xecllted on a 2·3 tree with m leaves in
o(Iogm) time. By doubly linking the leaves of the tree, the above repenoire is trivially extended to contain
the constant-time primitives PRED (predecessor) and SUCC (successor). Maintaining a pointer from each.
node to its facher enables an 0 (logm )-time FIND operation, which rewms the root of the tree (necklace)
containing a given segment. In addition, each segment in a PCQ is given a rank." of 0 or I according to the
following. Ordinary segmenlS have rank '1'; the rank. of a chunkhead equals the number of chunk segmentS
currently in the necklace. Correspondingly, the left (middle, right) rank of an internal node is equal to the
sum of the ranks of the leaves in the left (middle, right) subtree of that node. It is an easy exercise to show
that the rnnks of nodes and leaves can be maintained. without penalty during dynamic updateS of the tree,
within the logarithmic time bound.. In particular, a PCQ Q with m leaves can be updated La reflect an unic
increase in the r.mk. of chunkhead i through a suitable primitive RANK(i.Q), in 0 (Iogm) time. Again, we
omit the details. The primitive STATUS(i) is devised to rerum the sraws (masrer or slave) of a leaf i in lhe
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PCQ.
Clearly. status(i)=nuzsrer if the sum of the ranks of all leaves of Q not larger than i is odd.
starus(i)=slave olherwise. STATUS (i) is easily engineered along the lines of a search: each time we leave
a node through the l-ch branch (I =1,2.3), we add (mod. 2) the conrenlS of the rank fields of this node up to
me (i-I}-s! to a suitable counter k. At the end, suuus(i)=master if k =1. Norice that the rank: of the
righanost segment in the tree yields the parity of the necklace.
We s11lIlIl1arize our discussion ofPCQs by recording the following.
FACT 7: There is an implementation of PCQs an the imegers in (l, II] which supportS each of the PCQ
primidyes in 0 (legit) time.
The collection or PCQs relative to the various necklaces in S fann the TAG secdon of A (S). Toe
abacus conrains the following additional sections.
2. The mDEX se=ion: this is simply a 2-3 tree the leaves of which represe:lt all seg:ne::us or S.
Tne index supporrs only INSERT,FRED ,sUCC. It is also mainr2ined in such a way that the
head of aach chunk sIDres the value of the span of the chunk, and thaI such segment is dire::dy
accessible from each other segment in the chunk.
3. The ROSARY section is formed by 2·3 tree implementations of dictionaries. The main suell
dictionary (the ROSARY INDEX) collectS the w-rep periods of w; p is a w-rep period of w
if p is a period of w, no fraction of p is a period of w, and there are two w-segments in S
wllose starting positions differ by p. (Hence there is a repetition of period p and prefix w in
x.) In addition, each w-rep period p sucll that p ~ Iw 112 is assigned a dictionary, the
p-weave, wllose leaves point in succession to all segments that are origins of periodp in S.
Finally, the (unique) period q < lw jl2, if it exists, is assigned a special dictionary, the
chUllk -weave, that collects pointers to the cllunkhead of eacll cllunk.
4. The COUNTER C wrucll StOres the c;JIdinality of me compact w-tagging of x wltich uses
only segments of S.
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The SlOrage required by the index and tag portions of the abacllS associated whh S is obviously
o(IS I). Finally, by Fact 2., a segment cannot simultaneously belong to two differentp-weaves. Thus we
have, in conclusion:
FACT 8: The total space required by the ab!JCus A(S} associated with a sectS is 0 (IS [).
4. THE PROCEDURE "UPDATE"
Let S be the w-maxsect of ;r, S a sect of w-segments of ..r, and i an S --compatible w-segment
With S· =Su {i}, we address the problem ofconstnlcring A(S ') from inpUtS A (S) and i.
Lemma!: Let, in S'. I=PRED(i) andr=SUCC(i). Ifl overlaps with i andT, then r is the tailofa
chunk ofS and (i-l) is the minimum period oime (periodic) siring w.
Proof: Under the a.ssumprions of the Lemma. eidler (i-i) or (r-i) (or both) InnSt be smaller than Iw 112. It
is chen a consequence of me periocl.iciry lemma that l,i and r are in a chunk. of S. Since S is a sect, r must
be the tail of mac cb.unk.. Since i. is S--compatible,. then S I is aiso a se::t. Since i is not the rail of me ch.unk
of S. then the predecessor of i in mat cil.unk must be in S I. Such. predecessor is 1. by hypothesis, and
(i-l)<lw 1/4 by Fact 3. 0
The conditions of Lemma 1 set fonh a special case which shall be discussed later. We analyze now
the cases where segment i does not fall entirely within the span of a run (whence. of a necklace) of seg-
menl:S ofS.
Towards this end, it is convenient to define A, the empty necklace, whose parity is trivially even
(zero). Thus the insertion in S of segment i always bridges two necklaces of S .111 and 112' both of which
may be empty. Since S is a sect, then, by Fact ot, i cannot overlap with two segments of 1\2 at the same
time. However. nothing prevents in principle i from overlapping with two segmenl:S in ill. This C:lSe arises
in fact if i joins in a chunk of segmentS of S . Assume that i overlaps with at most one necklace segment to
il:S left. Then the [Wo necklaces 1\1 and 112 are concatenated by segment i intO a new necklace 1\, which can·
tains aH the segments of 111 and 1\2' in addition to segment i. We also have: parity(11) '" [paritY(1\I) + par-
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ity(T\:z) + 1] (mod. 2). Notice that aU segments retain their original parity, except wh.en parity(lh)=O, in
which case the masrers oflh become slaves and lIice versa. We will use the following fact from [ARl.
FACT 9: Assume mat l and r do not overlap. Then Segment i belongs to lIte compact w-tagging
of xeS u {ill if and only if i does not simull3neously overlap with two necklace seg-
ments to irs left and. moreover, irs insertion bridges twO even necklaces ofS •
We are now ready CO establish the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let S be a sect and i an S-compatible w-segment. Then there is an algorithm which
correctly transforms A(S) intoA{Su {ill.
Proof; We prove the claim by exhibiting the procedure updale which produces A(S u {ill from inputs
A(S) and an S-eompadble segment i. We describe the action provoke::!. by the call updaJe(A(S),i)
through a case analysis. To simplify our notation, we use hencefonh the word 'aeckl2Ce' also to refer- to t.~e
PCQ allocation of a ne:::k:lace.
The Imt o:;>etadcn performed. by updme is INSERT[!ND~ ,il, which inse..'1:S i in the index portion
of A. (5). Le~1=?RED [INDEX,i] and r =SUCC [INDEX ,il, and assume that 1 and r do nOt overiap. The
following cases may occur.
A. i does Mt overlap wilh lllDr r. The segment i is a singie-e:lemeot-run of S' =5 v (i} and. trivially,
the unique (master) segment in a new necklace TJ. of S'. In A (S), update initializes a PCQ for TJ. and
increments the COUNTE.~ C by one. Since i does not overlap wit., any segment previously in S,
then me repetitions inz{S) are lhe same as those in z{S'). Thus me ROSARY of A(S) is the same as
that of A (S '). The pro::edure temtinares: having in fact produced this latter abacus.
B. i is a derecror for I bUlllDt an. origin/or r. That is i joins lhe same run (and perhaps the same neck-
lace TJ) of l. Ibis case splits trUO twO subcases. B1 and B2, de;>ending on whether or not
(i-f) < Iw 112.
B1. (i-I);;::: Iwin. (cfr. Fig. 2a). Since S' is a sect, then i cannot overlap with l and PRED (l).
Indeed, this would imply that PRED (l), 1 and i are in a chunk of .), which also contains seg-
ments falling between 1 and i. But then i is nOl S-compatible. Thus 1 is either a master or a
slave in a necklace into which i needs (0 be inserted. In addition. a pointer must re:Jc:t 1 from
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the p-weave of the rosary with p =(i-l). To ob[3jn this, update simply performs the follow-
ing.
BID: ~ <-FlND(l]
Bl2: if Stalus(i)==ma.ster then C =C+l; (i.e., use Fact 9);
B13: WEAVE +- SEARCH(ROSARY-INDEX ,U-l)J (which rewms the lOOt of the
(i-l}-weave, or prompts its creation if ie did not already exie);
B14: ll'lSERT(WEAVE ,/J; (that initializes the (i-l}-weave, if needed. and in any
case issues a pointer co I from the soned list of leaves at the bottOm of this
weave.
The procedure can now rewm contrOl, since all the sections of A (S) whic~ were affected by
the insertion of i have been correctly updated co reflect such insertion.
B2. (i -1)< Iw!/2 Then 1 and i belong in the same chwtk of 5', although I is not necessarily
also in a neckJ.a.ce ofS'.
If I was not in a cb.un.k of S prior to the insertion of i (see Fig. 2?), the:t i causes such 2. chunk
to be de~:ed and iniria!iz"'d.. By Face 4, either I or i is a maste:- segment in the ne--.Jdace
within whose span both segments fall, and 1 is the head of the :::hunk. Tne details of chWLk: mi-
cializac:ion are srraightforward, and we shall noe spend time on them. The COUN1E..~ is given a
unit increment if i is a master segment. Finally, a pointer to the chunkhead I is inse=red in the
chunk-weave.
If 1 was formerly in a chunk of 5 (Fig. 2c), then, by hypothesis, the chunkhea.d h is reachable
through a pointer from l. The procedure copies the value of this poimer in the appropriate field
acmched to i. Clearly, the insertion of i in the chWLk: cannot change the chunkhead. However,
such insenion mighe alter the rank of h (recall here that chunkheads have a special rank: which
accounts at once for the chunk contribution in the necklace). Now it is easy to reme'le
status (i) based on I w !, (i -I) and the infonnation stored in h. If i is either a mLlSter or a
slave segment in its chunk, an approprime call to RANK will provide for an unit increment of
rank. (h). If i is a ffi::J.S[er in S· then me procedure also sets: C +- C + 1.
- 12-
This concludes the discussion of this case.
C. i is an origin./or r bUl not a derector for I. This case splits inw subcases Cl: «r -i)Z: Iw 1(2) (Fig.
2d), and C2: «r-i)< [w 1f2} (Fig. 2e), and it is similar to case B. rtis handled in much the same
way, wirh minor modifications. A distinguishing feature of this case is in that now r is always in a
necklace of S as well as of S·. (Le., if i is in a chunk ofS'. then it it also the chunkhead and a mas-
ter segment in that chunk, whence r, which was a master in S • becomes a slave in S ').
Case C 1 is dealt widt along the same lines as B 1. For later reference, we only have to record the
observation that the reverse task. namely, the task: of producing A (5) from A (5 u {i}) under the
conditions of case C 1 is straightfmwardly accomplished by means of searches and deletions. If case
C2 applies, then combining the definition of a chunk with the the hypotheses that S is a sect and i is
an S-compatible segment yields lhat r could not be me head of a chunk. in S •Thus updme does not
f~ the problem of resecting me poinre.s to die chunkhe.ad. in all segmentS of a former chunk. of 5 .
However. it is easy to see that: i m(fr are aiways, respectively, the hem :md ::he tail of a cb.unk of S.
If (r-i) is me smallest period of w, lLi.en i and r are also the only two segmenCi in that chunk. of S,
which becomes now a chunk of S' as welL In any case. since r is the tail of a chl!nk. then SUCC (r)
cannot overlap widl i. The procedure can exploit the observation which was made in connection with
case Cl above. Namely, updale ae:ltes a necklace for i (note: this can be regarded as the insertion
of i in the empty nec..lda.ce). Next, it extraCtS r from irs ned:lace. To reinsert r in the abacus, the pro-
cedure now faces an instance of case Cl.
D. i is a delector for 1tuui an origin/or r. linder our current hypothesis, l and r do not overlap, that is,




In view of the discussion of cases B and C, it is immediately seen that u.pdate can produce the updated







Follow the management of case Bl for segments i and 1 ex.cept the updai:e of
the COUNTER..
Let'TJ.( be the necklace into which i has been inserted and TJ.: that CQR[ai:n.ing r.
Execute: 11 <E- CONCATE'l'A1ECl1l.l1V.
Use Fact 9 to update the COUNTER.
D21 is similar to DU. the main difference being iliac B2 is now used in place of
Bl. The stages D22 and D23. which correspond to D12 and D13, respectively,
rake place only ifD21 rewms that i is in a necklace ofS·.
By the discussion of case C2, i and r must be. respectively, lhe head and the tail
of a chunk. of S. Thus me action involved in this case is similar to the one taken
in connection widt case C2. except that the necklace into wttich i is initially
inserted is not lhe empty necklace.
We observe at this junction that not only the reverse of the task of case CI. but me reverse of any of the
usles under A·D discussed above can be achieved. by a finite nwni>er of primitive PCQ manipulador.s. Thus
i can be extraCted. fromA(Sv{i}) to ootainA(S). whenever the segmentS l=PRED(i) and r=-SUCC(i)
do nOt overlap. We can now deal wil:h the speciai case wnere l and r overlap. By Lemma 1. r mnst be the
tail of a chunk: of oS. and (i -l) is the minimum period of w. If r is not in a ne::klace of S, men ne:.t..;'er is i.
In this case the insertion of i in the INDEX is all is needed to update A (5). If r is a ne::klace segme~t,
then. by Fact 4, PRED (,.) and SUCC (r) in S cannot overlap, neither c:m i and SUCC(r) in S'. Our pro-
ca:lure extraCtS r EmmA(S), and then ~ertS i and rin this abacus, in succession.
This concludes the proof ofTheorem 1. 0
5. THE PROCEDURE "SHRINK"
~t S be me maxsect of w-segments of x, and let Ii. be the comraction of w. We will now use S to
denote the set that is obtained by contraCting all the segmentS in S to the new lenglh Iu I. Note that S is nOt
necessarily a maxsect. However. the reader is lIrged to check that S is always a sect. We w:mt to transform
A (S) intO A (5), i.e.• we want to examine the effect on the sttucrure of A (S) C:l.Used by the cona:oction of
all segments of oS to achieve their new length Iu I. By Fact I, Ii. is not shorter than the longest prefix of w
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for which A (5) and A (S) may differ.
We examine, informally at firsr, the left-to-right sequence ofcomractions afthe segments ofS.
Let then i be the generic such. segment and assume that the necklace Stnlcture to the left of i has
reached its final SlatuS. Asswne first dlat i is not in a chunk. Then i is certainly in a (possibly singleton)
necklace 11 ofS. It is clear that Ute contraction of i has no effect on the structure of T\ if i has no detector in
11. or if i has a detector j such that U-i)< Iu I. If, on the other hand, i has a detector j in 11. such that
U-i)=ju I. then the contraction of i splitS 11 in two nonempty necklaces'11 and 1'17.. i becoming the last
segment in TIl and j the first segment OfT\l. In addition. if j was a slave in '11. then all slave segments in
T\f"'\112 become master and vice versa (See Fig. 3).
Assume now thar. i is a masrer or slave segment in a chunk. It is easy to see that the contraCtion of i
c;mnot split the necklace 1'\ in this case. However, such. contraCtion may play havoc with the previous
:rn.as~-3Iave org~on of the chunk. by freeing a c':"unk segment formerly not in the neckl::J.Ce 'I. Ibis
pe::turbatioD ripples rlIrol!gh the segme::ns of the chunk which fall ro the right of i and might m~~ the
StaDJ.S of me irs;: segment of 1'\ which was nat in the chunk. In addition. if u=... : with v primitive. Lhen me
comractioD of all the segments which precede i in the chunk has desiIOyed a prefix of the c!1unk.. All mose
segments are now in che necklace which contained lhe chunkhead prior [0 the comraction. With its comrac·
tion, ilia segment i deraches itself from the chunk.
Fmally, it is easily seen that the contraction of a segment which is in a chunk but nOt in a necklace
does not affect the struc::u.re of the necklace.
Let(m,k) be the span of 1'\ and let C and C" be, respectively, the sizes of me compact u-taggings
of z(l,k) before and after the contraction of i. We summarize our discussion in the following fact from
[ARI.
FACT 10:
c"=C'+1 if and only if j is a slave in 11 and 112 is an odd necklace.
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The above discussion suggests that, in order to transfonn A (3') into A (S) we do nOt necessarily have
to reconsider aU the segmencs of S: in fact we will achieve our objeccive if we show how, under each afme
various cases above, we can scan the sequence of segments whose conrraction infringes the consistency of
the abacus and restore such consistency.
In lbe abacus transformation which we propose, a crucial role is played by the ROSARY section of
the abacus. as it was to be expected.. Indeed, by the definicion of an abacus, either the segments that have to
be reconsidered are reachable through the chunkweave of A cSl, or such segmems can be scanned through
the p-weave, where p = III. I. We now describe the procedure shrink. We -assume a legal call to shrink,
i.e. a call shrink (A (S), I II. I) such that Sis a maxsect and u. is tlle legal contraction of w.
procedure shrink (A (S),l II. I)
beginq=lu Ii
Case A: 110 ~ger fraJ:ril:m ojq is the per.od oj the clwnkweaYe
begin scan the q-weavej
roc each segmer.l i do resrore ei);
end;
Case B: qlk, widi b2 is the period oj lhe dlUl'.Kwecrvf!
begin scan !he cJwnkwe!I\1ej
tor each c/uuzJ:head i do resel (i);
end;
Case C: q a is the period oj rhe chunkweave
begin scan the chunicwetIllej
tor each clwnJchead i do dissolve (i);
endj
end.
We shall use the saueture of shrinJc along with the description of the auxiliary procedures dissolve,
reset and restore, in order to establish the following:
Theorem 2: If u is the legal COntr.lCDOn of w, then shrink correctly a:ansforms A (.5) into A (5).
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of Lemmas 2-4 below. 0
Assume that the conditions of Case A are met. Let i be the generic segment in the q-weave, and letA; be
lhe hybrid abacus such that the portion of Ai relative to all segments which precede i has been COIrectly
updated to reflect the contraction of such segmentS. whereas the portion of Aj relative to all other segmentS
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('''''Ibis produces two necklaces. TIl containing i,112. not empty·"')
Use Fact 7 /0 update C;
end.
Lemma 2: Wil:h j=SUCC[q-WEAVE,i] and under the conditions of Case A, restore(i) correctly
transforms Ai into A j_
Proor. It is easy to check that me procedure performs all and only the manipulations needed to reflect the
contnction of segment i. (Note, in particular, mat the rank. of j does not change even if j is a chunkhead.)
Moreover. u beIng the legal contraction of w implies that me difference between the swting positions of
any [wo ccnsecu.tive segmelJtS of S cannot be large:' than Iu I=q. Th~..restore(i) has produced a hybrid
abacus which is identical co Ajo 0
We now WIn to Case B. It is an immedia~ consequence ofF;:ct '3 th2.t, under i.he present conditions.
whenever the commenon of segment i removes a former overlap of i widJ. another segment j. then j is in
the same chunk as i. Let then Ai" and Ai be ci.eiined as above, except that now i and j are chunkheads. The
effect which we purport far reset (i) is that of accomplishing at once the contraCtion of all the segments in
the chunk headed by i. Fact 5 will be used to achieve this with a consram number of primitive operations
on PCQs. To be more precise, let TJ be the necklace within which i falls. One way of specifying the opera-
tion of reset (i) is as follows. Assume first that the rail r of the chunk is not in TJ. Then the last segment of
TJ is a segment in the chunk he:l(ied by i. In order to acCOUnt for the contraction oi all segments in the
chunk. it is sufficient to recompute the rank of i using Fact 5. Assume now th,J.[ r is in 1'\. Then., by Fact 4,
lhe removal of r from TJ splilS TI into two necklaces. Til and TI2. Indeed, if1h is not empty, then the last seg-
ment of TIl (both before and after its contr.lCtion) does nor overlap with the first segment of TI2. To deal wim
the most general case, assume TI2 noc empty. S~gment r can be extr.lcred from me abacus along the lines
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of the discussion of update. Once r is exttaeted from Ai. [he rank of i can be updared through Fact 5 as
above. with the only proviso of not counting r into the chunk. Since S -{r} is clearly a sect, and r is a
comparible segment, the reinsertion of the conlI'acted segment r c:m be accomplished through reson to the
procedure update. Hence:
Lemma 3: With j=SUCC{CHUNKWEAVEjl and under the conditions of Case B, reser(i) correctly
produces Aj from Ai'
Proof. An immediate consequence of the operation of reset and of an argument similar to that used in the
derivation ofLemma 2. 0
Finally, we tum to Case C. The iterared ac:ion of the procedure dissolve has the effect of of down-
grading a formerly chunkweave to me rank of an ordinary p -weave. Indeed, each call to dissolve results in
the destruction of the structure of a chunk. The segmems formerly in the chunk are now suitably aggre-
geted in a necklace. The operation of dissolve is simiiar to maL of reset, exc~pt that now all the segments
fOn::::le.riy in me chunk:: h.ave to be individu.al.Iy inserted., through updme I in the ne;klace which used to con-
tain oaly the ch.unkhe.ad... We leave the de::ails of such. manipulations to the reader. It is also e:lSy ::0 prove
[he last one of the lemmas supporting Theorem 1.
Lemma 4: Wilh j"=SUCC[CHUNKWEAVE,i] and under the conditions of Case C. dissolve correctly
transfOI1IlS Ai into Ai'
Notice that dissolve (i) is the only auxiliary procedure in shrink which does not require a consmnt
number of primitive PCQ oper.:uions.
6. THE TOP LEVEL A,'iIl ITS ANALYSIS
We are now in the position to discuss me lOp level procedure weight that, swri.ng from me leaves or
T,,: produces the abacuses associated with ~ach imemal node by 'merging' mose associated wiili me
offsprings, inserts candidate auxiliary nodes and tests their necessity. Thus weight will produce the MAST
of x from Tr
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Assume (without loss of generality [AP]) that T", is a a binary aee and denote by T" me partially
updated sauceure that is oblained. from T., by the time Out algorilhm handles node ex. Node CI can be a node
originally in T:z: or an auxiliary node recently inser..ed. Let Sea), SL(a) and SR(a) (with one of the two
latter possibly empty) be the se[S of segments of length IW (a) I and pertaining, respectively, to the sub-
trees of t;;. rooted at a, LSON(a). and RSON(a) (again, LSON or RSON may be empty). S Ca) is clearly a
"""'oct.
LemmaS: SR(a)andSL(a)areseas.
Proor. The assertion is lIUe if S (a) contains no chunks. Let now {i l,i :,•..,it} be a chunk of segmen15 of
S(a). Then Weal has a (unique) period p such. t..':iat p~i W{a.} In.. and by definition of a cZiunk. t..'iere is a
maximai repetition R (i l,p=(i 2-i 1),L) in.= wttich has the fann en)'s and is such that L is equal to me span
of the chunk. By Faa 2, and oy the deJinition of maximal ~ririon, the:e must be a verteX v in T= such
that W(Y)=(sr)l-is ~ IWeal I and such. mati and i~p are consecutive leaves in the suo;ree ofT: roo[e(i <II
v. bue i and i-;.-p are not simultaneously in the set of leaves pe..'laining to LSON(v) or RSON(v). Ifv coin-
cides .....itiJ. a. then it must be k =2. and me assertion hoids for dUs case. Assume now that v is a descendant
of a. and let '". (l<m<k), be the righonost segment in, say, 1.1= Sc.(a) such that '",_I is nO[ in Sl.(a). Since
there are oc::urrences of W(jJ.) in.t: with s~g positions '""i".+l' "."" ij" and there is an occ:mence of
Wen) with starting position i"._t= i... -p, with IW(a)j > p. then, by the definition of period. there is also an
occurrence of W(jJ.) srarting at position m-l, a contrn.diction. 0
Consider the following procedure.
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procedure weigrh(a)
begin if au a leaf then inilialize(A(a»;
else begin Ada}+- weight(LSON(a»;
ARea)+- weiglu (RSON (a»;
if ISda)! < ISR{a) I then swap the ro~sofLSONand RSON a/a.;
("'*Thus now ISR(a)15cIS£,.(a}1
(MERGE) - if boch SRea) andSda) are lIQnempry
then C"''''constIUCtA(a) ."')
Apply update in succession to lire segments ofSR(a) andro the
sut:.cessively updated versions ofAda);
(··TIle value of C (Wea» is a aivial byproduct of this operation"'''').
(REM.OVE) • else C"'· ex has only ODe soo"'''')
if CCWC<X»=C(W(SON(<Xm the. remove <X;
else assign to a the weiglu C(W(a)).
(CliMB) - Let kq be the ma::imum len.gth ofaprefix u a/Wea) whUh can be
obtained with q in the rosary inde:: and k a noruero integer;
Letv:FATHER(a);
If]ul>IW(v)l.then
Use shrinJ: to rrGllSjonn. A (a) iruo A£,.(v) or AR(v).
depending on whether a = LSON(v) or a ... RSON(v).
else begin
Create a lIDde J.l. r.ld rhal W (JJ.)=..v;
C'"-rnis is me me:::banism mati:o..sem auxiliary nod.es""').





Theorem 3: With p denoting the root of T:z.' the execution of weight (p) correctly lI'3I1Sfol1J1S T= into the
MASTof::r.
Proof. TIle COITeC:nesS of R£.~OVE is trivial The correcmess of MERGE follows from Theorem 1 and
Lemma 5, and from the simple observations that the se[ of segmems resulting from the union of SL with the
first k-l (k<::'l) segmentS of SR is a sect S, and the k-ch segmem of SR is S-eompatible. The correcmess
of CliMB follows from Tneorem 2 in view of the following two observations. First. for any node a in the
current version 1% of Tz.. S (a) is maxsect. Second. the node which weight (a) sets to be the father of a in
Tz. is precisely the proper locus of me legal contraction of \Y(a), as is easy to check. Thus each call to
shn"nk complies wim our definition of a legal call. 0
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We now analyze me performance ofweiglu. We have the following:
Theorem 4:
The procedure WEIGh.,. produces the MAST T:.- associated widt any string ;c in
o(n log1n ) lime and 0 (n: log Il) space.
Proof. At any given time, the space taken by all working abacuses is 0 (n). since such space is propor-
tional to the sum of the cardinalities of the disjoint selS being merged. Thus the dominant factor is the
. .
space occupied by T",. the current version of T;r._ But this cannOt exceed me space required by T;c. which is
bounded by 0 (n log n.), in force of a result in {ARl. Thus this bound applies to the space needed by the
pro=lure.
The discussions of the procedures update and shrink show that each call ro one such procedure thaI
does not involve !he procedure dissolve requires a finite !1W1".ber of ConSt2nt tt.'!!e !!'.a.'lipu!arions and p!i...1!'i·
dve ope..""al:ions on PCQs. Thus each such call takes 0 (log n.) at most to be execUted. Since each time we
merge a leaf i from a Set S(I) intO S(2) it is -I SO)I :s:.l SCZ)1. t.he set S =-5(1)U S (:) .has c2rdinality at least
double than maI: of SO), the::l the same I~ C3DIlQt be involved in an !.J!Jdare for more man logn. rimes.
Hence the tOtal walk charged by the c:ills to updale is by 0 (n log ~n )'.
It is easy to see mat the tOtal number of calls to restore is a(n log fl). Inri.."'eC. each such call
resrore (i) can be charged to a distinct positioned square substting ULt of x. namely, the square of starting
position i and period equal to me differen~j-i, where j is the (starting posicion) of the current dete::ror of
i. Since the nwnber of distinct positioned squares (or, equivalently, repetitions) in a saing of length n is
bounded by a(n log n) [CR], then so is the rotal number of such c:ill.s. Thus also the calls ro resrore
charge a total a(n log ~n) time. A similar argument shows that this bound also applies to the overall exe-
cunons of dissolve. Indeed, each step (Le.• the contraCtion of each segment) performed. within the loop of
dissolve can be c:Jarg,ed to a positioned square, namely, the square which is spanned exactly by the con-
!tacted segment, and each square can be charged. exactly once.
Finally, Fact 2 and Lemma 5 show thal. between any two consecutive cJ.1ls La reset bearing the same
parnmeter i, a new repetition of x is detected. Thus also the tOtal number of executions of reser is
a(n logn). By exploiting the saucrure of abacuses. it is easy to accomplish the manipulations involved at
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the inception of CUMB, inclusive of the creation of a candidate auxiliary node where appropriare, in con-
SCUlt time. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show thar. che upper bound on che number of distinct
repetitions in.x yields an overall 0 (n logn) time bound for these manipulations as well. 0
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A partial view (all suffixes starting wilh a) of the weighted suffix rree of the smng
x=abaababaabaabahaabaha. The weight of each internal node reportS the statistics with
possible overlaps of any substring of x of which that node is the locus. $ is a symbol which never
occurs in x. Each leaf is labeled with the starting position of the suffix of x$ which is described
by the concatenation of the labels on the path from me fOOt to that leaf. The symbol $ appended
at the end of each suffix ensures th:u the paths relative to any twO suffixes eventually diverge in
the tree (in fact, no suffix of x$ is the prefix of another suffix of x$). In practice, each arc is
labeled with a pair of pointers [0 me twO positions of x which delimit the subsning of :c






A modified version of the (partial) index of Fig. l.a which reportS the statistics wilhouc overlaps
of all sUbstrings of x. Notice that DOt only the weights of most internal nodes are changed, but
new nodes have been insened to account for changes in the nonoverlapping Statistics occurring in
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Figure 3
The effect of the contraction of segment i on a previously slave segment j. The necklace which
originally contained both segments splits in two necklaces. The statistics without overalps
undergoes an unit increment since the conditions ofFaet 10 are met.
